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This paper describes the basic phonological structure and processes of the 
Migabac language spoken in Morobe Province, Papua New Guinea. In 

addition, some comparisons are made with other languages of the Huon family 
in order to gain a greater understanding of some of the features of the 

phonological system, as well as some of the historical development that helps 
to explain the phonology of Migabac. 
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1. Introduction 
The Migabac language (Ethnologue code - MPP) is a non-Austronesian 

(Papuan) language that belongs to the Trans-New Guinea phylum, Main 
Section, Central and Western, Huon-Finisterre stock, Eastern Huon Family 
(Grimes: 1996). The following languages are categorised in the same family: 
Dedua, Kâte, Kosorong, Kube, Mape, Momare, and Sene (McElhanon: 1978). 
The related Western Huon family includes the languages of Ono and Nabak. 

The Migabac language group consists of six main villages with a population 
of 1,697 (2000 Census) located on the eastern coast and coastal mountains of 
the Huon Peninsula between the Masaweng and Tewea rivers. 

The Dedua language group is located further west. The Ono language group 
lies to the north with the Kâte language group to the south. Kâte is used as the 
"church" language throughout these language groups, and it was the Lingua 
Franca of the region before Tok Pisin became widely used. Four other border 
villages are bilingual, bringing the total number of Migabac speakers to around 
2600. 

There are two main 
dialects of the Migabac 
language. The dialects are 
divided between the villages 
of Walingai and Hudewa to 
the north and Kapawa, 
Daumbole, and Butengka to 
the south. The central village 
of Ago exhibits some 
dialectical variations, 
primarily lexical, but is 
closer to the dialect of 
Kapawa and Daumbole. The Ethnologue (Grimes: 1996) lists Ago as a distinct 
dialect. 

All analysis in this paper is based on the southern dialect unless otherwise 
designated. The Migabac data primarily used in writing this paper was 
collected over a two-year period beginning August 1997, with some additional 
data collected in 2002 and 2003. 

2. Phonemes 
The consonants are represented in the following chart. Consonants that are 

not phonemic or those that are phonemic in some other Huon languages are 
written in parentheses and will be discussed further. 

Migabac Migabac 
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1. Consonant phonemes 
Place/Manner Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Labio-velar Glottal 

p t   k kp () 
Stop 

b d   b  

Fricative f s     h 

 (ts)   k  
Affricate  dz     

Nasal  m n     

Tap  ()     

Lateral   l     

Approximant    j  w  

Each of the consonants without allophonic variation is given below with its 
phonemic symbol. A phonetic description and samples from a corpus of 390 
primarily mono-morphemic words are given in various contexts. The full list 
can be found in the appendix. Minimal pairs are included when possible 
between phonetically similar segments. Other similar segments can be 
contrasted based upon analogous environments found in the sample words 
below. The voiceless labio-velar and glottal stop are discussed in more detail at 
the end of this section. Restrictions on distribution will be discussed in the 
section on syllable structure. Note that in the phonemic spelling, the ties are 
dropped from the affricates and labio-velars, and /y/ is utilised for the palatal 
approximate.
/p/ is realised by 

[p], voiceless bilabial plosive 
[posa] ‘stone’ 
[pile] ‘floor supports’ 
[fapa] ‘fireplace rim’ 

/b/ is realised by 
[b], voiced bilabial plosive 

[be] ‘pig’ 
[dambae] ‘basket’ 
[habu] ‘group’ (Noun) 

/t/ is realised by 
[t], voiceless alveolar plosive 

[tawe] ‘Chinese taro’ 
[ata] ‘grandmother’ 
[mate] ‘knife’ 
[binta] ‘empty shell’ 

/d/ is realised by 
[d], voiced alveolar plosive 

[debo] ‘night’ 
[adu] ‘girl’ 
[made] ‘boy’ 
[hendolo] ‘noise’ 
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/k/ is realised by 
[k], voiceless velar plosive 
 [kambi] ‘mango’ 
 [biku] ‘meat’ 
 [habaka] ‘3’ 

/g/ is realised by 
[], voiced velar plosive 
[i] ‘tail’ 
[hie] ‘leg’ 
[bae] ‘trap’ (Noun) 

/kp/ is realised by 
[kp], voiceless labio-velar double 
plosive  

[kpa] ‘cumcuber’ 
[akpi] ‘shirt’ 
[kpon] ‘knock’ (Noun) 

/gb/ is realised by 
[b], voiced labio-velar double 
plosive 

[belo] ‘wind’ (Noun) 
[joba] ‘bush nut’ 
[bo] ‘finger’ 

/f/ is realised by 
[f], voiceless labiodental fricative 

[fee] ‘hill’ 
[file] ‘master’ 
[defe] ‘fireplace’ 

/s/ is realised by 
[s], voiceless alveolar fricative 

[sa] ‘blood’ 
[asu] ‘air’ 
[mansana] ‘stubborn’ 

/h/ is realised by 
[h], voiceless glottal fricative 

[hema] ‘snake’ 

/dz/ is realised by 
[dz], voiced alveolar affricate 
[dzale] ‘number’ 
 

/k/ is realised by 
[k], voiceless labialised velar 
affricate  

[ka] ‘sprout’ 
[kodua] ‘he breaks’ 

/m/ is realised by 
[m], voiced bilabial nasal 

[ma] ‘what’ (Interrog) 
[mama] ‘father’ 

/n/ is realised by 
[n], voiced alveolar nasal 

[na] ‘I’ 
[nao] ‘bird’ 
[ani] ‘uncle’ 

// is realised by 
[], voiced velar nasal 

[a] ‘and’ 
[i] ‘man’ 
[ao] ‘light’ 
[asome] ‘star’ 
[dee] ‘cliff’ 

/l/ is realised by 
[l], voiced alveolar lateral  

[lebe] ‘bow’ (Noun) 
[kpalala] ‘green snake’ 

/y/ is realised by 
[j], voiced palatal approximant 

[je] ‘he/she/it’ 
[boja] ‘taro’ 
[boja] ‘plenty’ 

/w/ is realised by 
[w], voiced labio-velar approximant 

[wena] ‘sun’ 
[hewa] ‘trunk’ 
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Some general observations about the consonant inventory of Migabac as 
compared with others in the Huon families can be made at this point. The Ono 
and Nabak languages are taken as representatives of the Western Huon family, 
and Dedua and Kâte as representative of two other Eastern Huon languages.1 
Ono, Dedua, and Kâte speaking villages border the Migabac region, and data 
was also available for Nabak. Kâte is also the ‘church’ language throughout the 
region, and had been the lingua franca for the region in the past. (Melanesian 
Pidgin, also known as Tok Pisin, is now employed as the lingua franca.) 

All the languages considered here have the same range of voiced and 
voiceless stops except for the voiceless labio-velar and glottal stop, which are 
discussed in more detail below. 

Ono and Nabak only have the alveolar fricatives. Kâte has a /ts/ affricate as 
well, and Nabak has a [ts] affricate as an allophone of /s/. The northern dialect 
of Migabac uses the /dz/ affricate extensively, but the southern dialect employs 
/d/ in most of the same words. Only one word has been clearly identified with 
/dz/ in the southern dialect as in the list above. 

All the languages contain the same set of nasals. 
Ono reports a contrast between /l/ and a flap //, whereas all the other 

languages report [l] and [r] and their variants as being allophones of the same 
phoneme. In Migabac, the northern dialect contains both allophones, including 
a trilled [r], which can become a flap in fast speech. The distinction between [l] 
and [r] in the northern dialect has not been studied. The southern dialect uses [l] 
exclusively. 

The semi-vowels are identified as phonemes in all the representative 
languages. The semi-vowels’ immediate environment in Migabac is not 
contrastive, but within the syllable structure and stress patterns, these 
semivowels are functioning as a syllable onset rather than a nucleus. If these 
were treated as high vowels rather than semi-vowels, complex vowel clusters 
would be created that would not adapt easily to the syllabification of the 
language, and would conflict with the expected stress patterns. Three vowel 
clusters are not unambiguously seen monomorphemically, providing further 
evidence that these are in fact semi-vowels functioning as a syllable onset 
rather than a syllable nucleus. 

The voiceless labio-velars show some variation between these languages 
and within Migabac. Ono reportedly has no /kp/ (Phinnemore: 1985, 174). 
Nabak has an allophonic variation for /kp/ between the [kp] double plosive and 
                                                           
1 All references to these four languages are summarised by books or papers in the 

bibliography by these authors unless otherwise designated: Ono-Phinnemore, Nabak-
Fabian et al., Kate-Flierl & Strauss, and Dedua-Ceder & Ceder. 
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a labialised [k], but no examples were given in the brief description given. 
This same variation is also found in Migabac, and for at least part of the 
population, these are distinct phonemes. A minimal pair has been identified 
with the expressions [kpa] ‘cucumber’ and [ka] ‘sprout’. Contrast in 
analogous environments is also apparent among speakers that distinguish these 
phones in words like [kodua] ‘he breaks’ and [kpolokea] ‘he snaps’. 

However, the distinction between these two phonemes is lost among some 
speakers. Some speakers utilise only the [kp], and others exhibit free variation. 
If these are considered allophones of the same phoneme and written as /kp/, as 
has been done in the materials produced so far, it seems unlikely to cause any 
lexical confusion since this phoneme is found in less than 5% of the vocabulary 
recorded thus far. Further testing is needed to determine if the distinction is 
actually made by the majority of speakers, and if writing them as two separate 
phonemes would aid or hinder the ability of people to easily read the language. 

[], glottal stop 
[jo] ’tree’ 
[deosu] ‘banana’ 

The glottal stop is only found among the Eastern Huon languages. In fact, 
this is not a phoneme, but rather a neutralisation of the voiceless stops in 
syllable final position as discussed in the next section. Since it is not associated 
with a particular voiceless stop, phonemic transcriptions will continue to write 
it as //. 

The five vowels of Migabac are represented in the following chart with the 
sixth vowel in some other Huon languages in parenthesis. 

2. Vowel phonemes 
  Front Central Back 

High i  u 

Mid e  o 
() 

Low  a  

Kâte and Nabak have a six vowel system that includes an // (written as 
<â>). In all the Huon languages, back vowels are rounded and non-back vowels 
are unrounded. The other languages compared here employ the same five 
vowel system. The absence of a sixth vowel in Migabac is apparent in their 
pronunciation of [kate] ‘bush’ as opposed to the cognate in the language by 
the same name, [kte] ‘bush’. 

Diphthongs and vowel sequences are reported in these languages and 
discussed in the section on syllable structure. 
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A phonetic description and sample words of each of the vowels are given 
below. 
/i/ is realised by 
[i], high front unrounded vowel 

[ipowa] ‘grasshopper’ 
[tiki] ‘mountain’ 

/e/ is realised by 
[e], mid front unrounded vowel 

[edome] ‘how many’ (Interrog) 
[bole] ‘garden’ 

/a/ is realised by 
[a], low central unrounded vowel 

[ao] ‘friend’ 
[siaba] ‘sweet potato’ 
 

 

/u/ is realised by 
[u], high back rounded vowel 
[ume] ‘long bamboo’ 
[kikulu] ‘swing’ 
[asu] ‘air’ 
 /o/ is realised by 
[o], mid back rounded vowel 
[obo] ‘cousin’ 
[hilo] ‘spear’ 

3. Syllable Structure 
The following analysis of syllable structure is based upon the same corpus 

of mono-morphemic words as above.  

3.1 Syllable Template 
The maximal syllable template of Migabac is a CVC pattern. The following 

monosyllabic words illustrate the possible syllable structures. 
3. Syllable Types 
CV /nu/ ‘door’ 
VC /u/ ‘noise’ 
V /i/ ‘that’ (Demonstrative) 
CVC /bo/ ‘finger’ 

These possible syllable types may be combined in any order and position 
within a word. The nucleus of a syllable consists of a single vowel or in some 
cases a vowel cluster. Syllables are formulated using the general principle of 
maximising onsets. Thus, a single consonant between vowels is the onset of the 
following vowel. The only exception to this principle is the glottal stop because 
of its distribution limitation to codas (see below). Two adjacent consonants are 
divided between syllables. 

Complex nuclei and vowel sequences are discussed further below, as well 
as restrictions on consonant distribution. The following represent the possible 
positions (word initial, medial, final) of syllable types that have been identified 
in mono-morphemic words. Those with adjacent vowels are ambiguous, but 
provide the best examples available. 
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4. Syllable type distribution 
CV /si.a.ba/ ‘sweet potato’ 
VC /u.u.lu/ ‘house corner’ 
 /so.a.ka/ ‘bad’ 
 /u.bi.a/ ‘morning’ 
V /a.du/ ‘girl’ 
 /bu.a.fe/ ‘guava’ 
 /te.u/ ‘kangaroo’ 
CVC /kam.bi/ ‘mango’ 
 /ta.ma.ne/ ‘moon’ 
 /u.bi.la/ ‘flame’ 

3.2 Consonant Distribution 
In the Migabac language, any consonant except for the glottal stop may be 

used in onset position. The only consonants allowed in the coda are the glottal 
stop and the velar nasal. However, within a phonological word, the other nasals 
are found. It appears that the velar nasal is the underlying form, and nasal 
assimilation occurs if another consonant follows a nasal within the same 
phonological word. This is discussed further below. 

The following charts compare the consonant distribution of the Huon 
languages in an unambiguous position, that is, with non-adjacent consonants. 
Note that only the Eastern Huon languages contain the glottal stop. 

5. Syllable Onsets 
Nabak any C  
Ono any C 
Dedua any C except [] 
Kâte any C except [] (/ts/ only VtsV) 
Migabac any C except [] 

6. Syllable Codas 
Nabak p,t,k,m,n, 
Ono p,t,k,m,n, 
Dedua , 
Kâte , 
Migabac , 

The above charts demonstrate that a comparative phonology provides an 
important clue to the relation of the glottal stop to the other sounds. An analysis 
examining only the Eastern Huon languages may lead to the arbitrary decision 
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to associate the glottal stop with the phonetically similar /h/ because of their 
complementary distribution within the syllable structure. This was the 
conclusion reached for Dedua (Ceder & Ceder:1988), although they still 
recognised the historical development from the voiceless stops. 

However, once the Western Huon languages of Ono and Nabak are 
included, it immediately becomes apparent that the glottal stop of the Eastern 
Huon languages parallels the voiceless stops in syllable final distribution. 
Based upon this comparative distribution pattern, it seems that the [] is a 
neutralisation of these voiceless stops in the syllable final position, and may 
thus be considered an archiphoneme. The historical neutralisation has been lost, 
and there seems to be no way to associate the glottal stop with a certain stop in 
a particular word. Native speakers consider the glottal stop a distinct sound not 
associated with any other even though comparative evidence indicates that it is 
a neutralisation of the voiceless stops in syllable final position. Although not a 
phoneme, it is still written as a glottal stop in phonemic transcriptions in this 
paper. 

Given the distribution limitations above, the only possible word-medial 
consonant clusters consist of a nasal or glottal stop followed by another 
consonant. The following chart lists the combinations of consonant sequences 
found in the selected list of mono-morphemic words. Those in parentheses are 
found morpheme-internally in poly-morphemic words. 

7. Word-medial Consonant sequences 
/- -p -t -k -kp -b -d -g -gb -s -m -n -y 
N -      (-k)       -g -gb         
n-   -t       -d     -s       
m-  (-p)       -b               

As seen in the comparative distribution charts above, the Western Huon 
languages allow any of the nasals to close a syllable. As with the stops, nasals 
are also neutralised in the Eastern Huon languages, and only the velar nasal is 
found in a word final position. This indicates that the velar nasal may be the 
underlying form of syllable final nasals. The other nasals only occur as they 
assimilate in the place of articulation to a following consonant. This 
assimilation is also seen in morphophonemic alternations. 

On this detail, the orthography is currently written phonetically rather than 
phonemically. Thus, when this syllable final nasal is neutralised before an 
anterior, the appropriate /n/ or /m/ is used. This becomes more relevant in the 
discussion on morphophonemics. The alveolar position has both voiceless and 
voiced stops and fricatives following the nasal. The existence of only voiced 
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stops following the // and /m/ seems to be a limitation of the data, and greater 
variety can be seen when polymorphemic data is utilised. 

The full range of stops and /s/ and two of the nasals are most common 
following the //. The absence of the /l/ and /w/ would be more significant if 
the /y/ was not found. However, this distribution does seem to be paralleled in 
morphophonemics, as seen below. 

3.3 Vowel Sequences & Complex Nuclei 
Before describing the issue of sequential vowels and complex nuclei in 

Migabac, a survey of the other Huon languages will be given first. These other 
languages identified complex nuclei, or diphthongs as constituting a syllable 
peak equivalent to a single vowel. Other vowel sequences are found that are 
identified as two distinct syllables. Below are charts of what have been 
distinguished as diphthongs and vowel sequences in these languages. The 
reasoning given for analysing them as such in each of the languages follows. 

8.  Complex Nuclei 
(Diphthongs) in Huon 
languages 

Initial V Ono Dedua Kâte 
a u u u 
 o  o 
 e  e 
 i i i 
e i i i 
 u u u 
â   i 
   e 
   o 
   u 

o u u u 
 i i i 
 e  e 

u   i 
 

9. Vowel Sequences in Huon 
languages 

Initial V Ono Dedua Kâte 
a  e  
  o  
e   â 
 a a a 
 o o o 
i   â 
 a a a 
 e e e 
 o o o 
 u u u 

o   â 
  o  
 a a a 
  e  

u   â 
 a a a 
 e e e 
 i i  
 o o o 
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The rules given for Dedua delineating whether or not a sequence of vowels 
is a diphthong or sequence of syllables are quoted as follows (Ceder & Ceder: 
1988, 13-14). 

OFF-GLIDE RULE: A half open vowel followed by a high vowel 
constitutes a single syllabic unit unless the two are separated by a 
morpheme boundary. 
RESTRICTION: In the distribution of CVV syllables, when it is the second 
syllable of a two syllable word, the CVV is resyllabified as CV.V, as 
long as the first syllable is CV. 
TWO SYLLABLE VOWEL SEQUENCES: Vowel sequences in which the 
second vowel is a half-open vowel are two syllable sequences. 
TWO HIGH VOWEL RULE: A sequence of two high vowels is a two-
syllable sequence. 
This analysis for Dedua provides criteria for determining the syllabification 

of vowel sequences, but it does not explain the basis for determining why some 
sequences are diphthongs and others are separate syllables. In addition, the 
Ceders make the observation that a single vowel may have a C on either or both 
sides, but a diphthong cannot have a VVC pattern. In other words, if a vowel 
sequence is to be a diphthong, the sequence either needs to be an open syllable 
or have both an onset and coda. Otherwise, the vowels constitute two separate 
syllables. 

According to the Ceders’ analysis of syllable types for Dedua, a syllable 
with a complex nucleus is represented as VV, CVV, or CVVC. In that way, 
these complex nuclei are associated in the same syllable, but diphthongs do not 
represent distinct phonemes as such. 

From Dedua we turn to a summary of the data presented for Ono 
(Phinnemore: 1985, 187-188). The syllable peak can consist of either the 
complex nuclei in the chart above or one of the five vowels. Both complex and 
simple nuclei are reportedly spoken at the same speed. The sequences, then, are 
twice the length of a complex or single nucleus. Vowel length is also reported 
in free variation with simple nuclei of the high vowels such as [pine] ~ [piine] 
‘his lips’ (stress unmarked in the source). 

In addition, the Ono high vowels can serve as an on-glide in word-initial 
position, and the on-glide and following vowel are spoken at the same duration 
as a simple vowel nucleus (no statistical evidence was given). These are 
interpreted as non-syllabic, being represented by /y/ and /w/ since they can be 
followed by two vowels, and a VVV sequence is not allowed in Ono. 

Thus, Ono provides the criterion of vowel length for determining the 
distinction between a sequence of simple nuclei and a complex nucleus, 
although no statistical evidence was given. 
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In a similar way, vowel length is said to determine the distinction between 
diphthongs and sequences in Kâte. Those listed as sequences are reportedly 1 ½ 
to 2 times longer than those identified as diphthongs, which are equal in 
duration to a single vowel, and thus also form a syllable nucleus (Flierl & 
Strauss: 1977:xvi-xvii). No specific evidence was given for this description. 

Another distinction between diphthongs and sequences is the direction of 
the tongue in all the languages. All the diphthongs involve a raising and/or 
fronting of the tongue. Almost all those identified as sequences involve 
lowering and/or backing, except for those following /a/ in Dedua and the /i/ in 
Ono and Dedua. 

An instrumental analysis of vowel length of two different speakers telling a 
story in Migabac did not yield any contrastive evidence. Vowel length seemed 
to be dependent on the stress pattern and higher-level intonation irrespective of 
what was thought to be a distinction between diphthongs and vowel sequences. 
Individual vowels were sometimes very short or lengthened, and vowel 
sequences provided no patterns either. A distinction between the vowels of 
open and closed syllables also was not apparent.  

An instrumental analysis was made of a recording by two Migabac speakers 
reading a word list of 50 monomorphemic words (see appendix for the list) that 
contain a vowel sequence, stating each word one time in isolation. 
Measurements of vowel length and pitch were taken for the single vowels and 
vowel combinations in these words utilising formant graphs displayed in 
Speech Analyzer2 computer software. Many were at least two-syllable words 
containing a single vowel and a vowel combination. The following charts show 
the statistical data for these measurements. 

                                                           
2 Speech Analyzer, Version 2.1, Test 3.7 developed by SIL as part of the Acoustic 

Speech Analysis Project. 

Vowel # Occur AVERAGE Duration (ms) 
a 12 84 
e 8 69 
i 2 83 
o 4 73 
u 2 47 
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V aver 28 71 
ae 3 162 
ai 5 165 
ao 1 135 
au 4 145 
ea 2 165 
ee 2 170 
ei 1 195 
eu 1 190 
ia 10 174 
ie 4 221 
io 1 125 
oa 5 167 
oi 3 135 
ou 2 155 
ua 3 178 
ue 1 170 
ui 1 160 

VV aver 49 170 
 

Syllable type # Occur AVERAGE Duration (ms) 
V open 18 75 
V closed 10 77 
VV open 28 171 
VV closed 21 166 
1st Syllable V 15 61 
2nd Syllable V 13 86 
1st Syllable VV 11 151 
2nd Syllable VV 16 172 
Only VV 22 179 

 
The following observations can be seen from this data. Single vowels had 

an average duration of 71 ms. Vowel sequences consisted of two vowels with 
an average duration of 170 ms. All vowel combination lengths were at least 
double the lengths of the single vowels, providing no evidence of diphthongs 
consisting of a length comparable to a single vowel. No pattern existed in 
which vowels or vowel combinations measured shorter or longer as can be seen 
in the charts above. 
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Open and closed syllables had no effect on vowel length. First syllables did 
tend to be about 20 ms shorter on average than second syllables, whether they 
were single vowels or vowel sequences. 

No patterns in pitch were seen corresponding to specific vowels, 
open/closed syllables, or length in a reading of this word list. In a two-syllable 
word, with the second syllable a single vowel, pitch was always higher on the 
first syllable. This is probably due to stress on the first syllable. However, 
sometimes pitch was higher on the second syllable if it contained a vowel 
sequence. Vowel sequences always had higher pitch on the first vowel of the 
sequence. 

Unlike the claims for the related languages, no evidence has been 
objectively identified through measurements in Migabac regarding vowel 
length that would identify a vowel combination as a diphthong. When listening 
to the above recordings of the word list, a contrast in length between, for 
example /ai/ (a proposed diphthong) and /ia/ (a proposed sequence), seems to 
be apparent to me. The /ai/ seems much shorter, which would seem to indicate 
that it is a diphthong. However, upon measurement, the actual lengths are 
equivalent in spite of a perception of a distinction in vowel length. 

The stress patterns discussed below are also ambiguous in identifying some 
vowel sequences as a unit. Thus, there may seem to be a distinction between 
some types of vowel combinations as they affect stress, but the distinction does 
not warrant them being considered diphthongs equivalent to a single vowel in 
the Migabac language. 

4. Stress Patterns and Intonation 
Stress in Migabac can be signified by increased intensity through higher 

pitch, loudness and duration. Intonation on a clause level is signified by higher 
pitch and duration. The distinction between the two is sometimes difficult to 
detect in normal speech. The following analysis of stress and intonation is 
based primarily upon two selections of text from stories by two different 
speakers and the reading by two men of a list of long words extracted from 
various texts. These can be found in the appendix. A ‘relative intensity’ graph 
was utilised in Speech Analyzer software to help provide an objective 
identification of stress. Two levels of stress are marked in the data. A 
numbering system is utilised to show the stress patterns. ‘1’ represents an 
unstressed syllable, ‘2’ a secondary stress, and ‘3’ a primary stress. The 
symbols ‘’ used for primary stress and ‘’ for secondary stress precede the 
stressed syllable in the examples below. A hyphen or equals sign indicate a 
morpheme break. 
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Some general observations can be made that are not explicit in the written 
data. There is a general lowering of intensity on each syllable after the primary 
stress on a word level and at the end of an independent clause on a clause level. 
The result is that secondary stress is often obscured on longer words and across 
whole phrases at the end of an independent clause. Intonation rises at the end of 
a dependent clause across several words or syllables, and the last syllable in 
particular is significantly longer in duration. This explains why the final 
syllable of some words seems stressed when it is not part of the alternating 
pattern. It is on a higher level in the intonation rather than the stress pattern. 

Note that Migabac is a clause chaining language in that there can be a series 
of verbs with only the final verb receiving the full tense and mood suffix, and 
the other verbs with reference tracking suffixes. These clauses are in one sense 
dependent upon the final clause for their tense and mood and full subject 
agreement. Semantically, these clauses are in a coordinate relationship, and the 
intonation supports this relationship since there is no rise in intonation on each 
of these clauses. When these clauses are in a dependent relationship in some 
contexts, such as cause and effect or conditional relationship, then the rise in 
intonation is apparent. 

The example below indicates whether the intonation is rising or falling at 
the end of the phrase. 

 (rise)   (fall) 
Sale moto-me mamadec kpec-epa ai-gabeleng 
roof.supports end-3S.SEQ.DS short.wall nail-3D.O do-1P.PRES 

TR: When the roof supports are finished, the short wall is nailed and it is done. 

  (fall) (rise) 
Mamadec yaeckang kpec-epa-ke-beng moto-me  hasusuc 
short.wall two nail-3D.O-3S.O-1P.SEQ.DS end-3S.SEQ.DS eaves 
(fall) 
hefec-ai-gabeleng 
fasten-IMPERF-1P.PRES 

TR: Two short walls are nailed, when it is finished, the eaves are fastened. 

The primary stress pattern in Migabac is word initial with an alternating 
secondary stress throughout the phonological word. This represents a typical 
trochaic pattern. This is the pattern identified in Ono as well. The other 
languages compared here did not discuss stress. The example below illustrates 
this 312121 pattern. 

[kesi-yake-bie] 
come-all-3P.NR.PAST 
‘they all came’ 
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However, this pattern is not entirely consistent. Many times primary stress 
is found on the second syllable with an alternating secondary stress. Some data 
revealed that the alternating stress is also inconsistent. Some observations of 
tendencies to violate the primary stress pattern are as follows. Some are more 
predictable than others. 

Reduplicated two syllable words typically reflect a 1321 pattern. 
[moli-moli] 
precede-precede 
‘first’ 

Although a word class of adjectives does not seem to exist, adjectives can 
be derived by the addition of a –()ne suffix. In this specific context, the 
primary stress is consistently found on the penultimate syllable; that is, the 
syllable immediately preceding the suffix. With the suffix, these are primarily 
three syllable words, so the stress can be analysed as being on the second 
syllable in a 131 pattern. 

[suu-ne] 
only-ADJ 
‘big’ 

In reading the ‘long words’ occasionally the speakers contrasted in that one 
speaker placed stress on the first syllable and the other on the second. The 
resulting secondary stress still continued the alternating pattern, but with a 
different starting point. Note that the secondary stress is lost at the end of the 
word. 

[meo-nau-a-abie]  
[meo-nau-a-abie] 
bring-REF-exist-23D.PRES 
‘We bring for each other and exist’ 

This is also reflected in the natural texts and in some other words in the 
‘long words’ list in that some words receive primary stress on the first syllable 
and some on the second with no observable cause. I could not identify a 
contrast in the number of syllables in a word or in the root, open or closed 
syllables, or any other feature that would determine whether the first or second 
syllable received primary stress. 

In serial verb or compound verb constructions in which the final verb suffix 
is only found on the last verb, the second root sometimes receives the primary 
stress. These may in fact be treated as two separate phonological words with 
independent stress patterns so that it is still one of the first two syllables that 
receive the primary stress. 
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[lo-kesa-ke-ie-a] 
put-pretend-3S.O-sit-3S.PRES 
‘He puts (it) and pretends and sits.’ 

The alternating stress pattern is also broken at times, and adjacent syllables 
receive stress as in a 131221 pattern, or two syllables are left unstressed 
together as in a 13112112 pattern below. 

[neac-ine-kole] 
mother-our-with 
‘with our mother’ 
[molo-ke-fole-noa-a] 
loose.fall-3S.O-completely-IRREALIS-3S.PRES 
‘It may completely loose and fall’ 

This may be attributable to certain suffixes attracting stress. However, a 
consistent system has not been worked out to explain this variation from an 
alternating stress pattern. 

Vowel sequences often seem to function as a unit in the stress pattern, but 
this could also be attributed to irregularities in the alternating stress. This may 
be able to be explained in other ways upon further analysis. Thus, vowel 
sequences in the stress pattern also do not provide clear evidence of the need to 
recognise diphthongs in the language. 

5. Morphophonemics 
Morphophonemic processes in the Migabac language are relatively simple, 

especially when compared to the processes in the Western Huon languages. 
This contrast in processes is partially caused by the comparative neutralisation 
in codas of the Eastern Huon languages as discussed above. Morphophonemic 
alternations can be divided between those that occur with case enclitics and 
those that occur with suffixes of the complex verbal morphology. In addition, 
reduplicative patterns are also utilised as a derivational process. 

The nasal assimilation of syllable final nasals discussed above applies 
across morpheme boundaries within the same phonological word. However, in 
slow speech, the assimilation does not always occur. This points to evidence 
that the velar nasal in syllable final position is the underlying form, but 
assimilation occurs in normal speech. 
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5.2 Case Enclitics 
The case enclitics function as postpositions. They are phonologically bound 

to the phrase that they govern. This is most apparent in the nasal assimilation 
that occurs with words ending in a nasal when the enclitics follow them. Below 
is a chart of the case enclitics and their alternations followed by examples. The 
alternations are based upon whether or not the final phone of the previous word 
is a consonant or vowel. 
Set 1 Enclitics 
 C= V= /hoda/’dog’ 

/posa/’stone’
/i/’man’ 
/fite/‘knife’

/iwa/‘niece’ 
/tawe/‘taro’ 

ERGATIVE ti di /hodadi/ /iti/ /iwanti/ 
GENITIVE te le /hodale/ /ite/ /iwante/ 
LOCATIVE 
(inanimate) 

ka wa /posawa/ /fiteka/ /taweka/ 

LOCATIVE 
(animate) 

ta la /hodala/ /ita/ /iwanta/ 

COMITATIVE kole hole3 /hodahole/ /ikole/ /iwakole/ 

In addition, a second set of genitive and locative case enclitics that also 
show agreement do not show an alternation. These start with either a vowel, 
nasal or /g/ as in the following chart. Again, the phonological unity of this set is 
also revealed in the nasal assimilation that occurs across the morpheme 
boundary. 
Set 2 Enclitics 

 GENITIVE2 /hoda/ ‘dog’ /i/ ‘man’ /iwa/ ‘niece’ 
1S ne /hodane/ /ine/ /iwanne/ 
2S one /hodaone/ /ione/ /iwaone/ 
3S ine /hodaine/ /iine/ /iwaine/ 
1D nonec /hodanoe/ /inoe/ /iwannoe/ 
23D ninec /hodaine/ /iine/ /iwaine/ 
1P nonen /hodanoe/ /inoe/ /iwannoe/ 
23P ninen /hodaine/ /iine/ /iwaine/ 

                                                           
3 A few examples exist where this enclitic is =golec after a vowel, including the same 

word as the above =holec form is found. It seems identical in function, being another 
form of the same enclitic. Since this form rarely occurs, it seems to be an instance of 
free variation with the above form being the preferred form.  
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 LOCATIVE2 /hoda/ ‘dog’ /i/ ‘man’ /iwa/ ‘niece’ 
1S na /hodana/ /ina/ /iwanne/ 
2S ona /hodaona/ /iona/ /iwaone/ 
3S ina /hodaina/ /iina/ /iwaina/ 
1D nonac /hodanoa/ /inoa/ /iwannoa/ 
23D ninac /hodaina/ /inina/ /iwaina/ 
1P nonan /hodanoan/ /inoa/ /iwannoa/ 
23P ninan /hodainan/ /iina/ /iwaina/ 

Again, both of these sets have nasal assimilation for word final nasals, 
showing the phonological unity of these enclitics. However, only Set 1 contains 
a morphophonemic alternation on the enclitic itself. The form following vowels 
must be taken as the underlying form. Otherwise there would be no way to 
predict the alternation that occurs with the ergative and genitive enclitics. The 
cause for devoicing after a consonant follows the principle of Syllable Contact 
Law. However, it is unclear why this occurs for the Set 1, but the Set 2 enclitics 
retain their voicing. 

Note that the /l/ and /w/ also seem to be excluded from word medial 
positions following consonants as mentioned in the section on consonant 
distribution above. This restriction on distribution helps explain why this 
alternation occurs. Since /l/ and /w/ are avoided following a consonant, they 
strengthen to a stop, and are then devoiced in Set 1 Enclitics. 

Verbal Suffixes 
Verbs in Migabac can optionally attach an object agreement suffix, then 

one or two optional aspectual suffixes. This is followed by a mandatory 
portmanteau suffix showing either tense/mood or switch reference marking and 
some type of subject agreement. The following provides an example of three 
suffixes on a verb. 

[heu-ke-ai-abele] 
break -3S.O -IMPERF –1P.PRES  
‘They habitually break it.’ 

If the roots of verbs are taken as the form to which the obligatory suffixes 
showing tense and subject agreement attach, no morphophonemic processes 
occur at that point. However, an alternation is apparent when some object 
agreement or aspectual suffixes are also utilised. A simple alternation occurs. 
Most of the roots ending in a vowel have a glottal stop between the root and 
suffix. This alternation is shown in the following example. Note that the glottal 
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is written with the preceding syllable because of its restriction to the coda of a 
syllable, and at this point it is not necessarily associated with that morpheme. 

[ba-a] [ba-ai-a] 
take-3S.PRES take-IMPERF-3S.PRES 
‘He takes (it).’ ‘He habitually takes (it).’ 
However, if two optional suffixes are added, both of these have a glottal 

preceding them as in the following example. 
[no-eba-ai-a] 
eat-3P.O-3S.PRES 
‘He habitually eats them’ 

Thus, the glottal does not seem to be a part of the root since it is occurring 
at a distance from the root as well. At first glance, it may seem that a glottal is 
utilised to identify morpheme boundaries between vowels. Yet, the glottal is 
also included when the object agreement suffix begins in a consonant as below. 

[ba-nu-a] 
take-1S.O-3S.PRES 
‘He takes me.’ 

A glottal is not found with all of the suffixes. The charts below shows 
which suffixes do and do not receive a glottal. Note that all the object 
agreement and one of the benefactive object agreement suffixes include the 
glottal stop. The remaining benefactive object agreement and some aspectual 
suffixes do not. These two columns are similar in form, so there does not seem 
to be a phonological basis in the suffixes that determine which ones receive a 
glottal. 

Set 1 verb suffixes with glottal 
1S.OBJ -nu 
2S.OBJ -gu 
3S.OBJ -(k)e 
1D.OBJ -nopa 
2D.OBJ -Nepa 
3D.OBJ -(y)epa 
1P.OBJ -noba 
2P.OBJ -Neba 
3P.OBJ -eba 
3S.BEN.OBJ -no 
Imperfective -ai 

 

Set 2 Verb Suffixes without glottal 
1S.BEN.OBJ -nele 
2S.BEN.OBJ -gele 
1D.BEN.OBJ -note 
2D.BEN.OBJ -Nete 
3D.BEN.OBJ -(y)ete 
1P.BEN.OBJ -nole 
2P.BEN.OBJ -Nele 
3P.BEN.OBJ -yele 
Reflexive -nagu 
Inclusive -(y)ake 
Extensive -fole 

Two analyses are possible: insertion or deletion. 
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The insertion analysis would assume that the glottal is not associated with a 
particular morpheme, but is inserted when certain object agreement or 
aspectual suffixes are added to a stem ending in a vowel. This would include a 
suffix added following another suffix. 

Alternatively, a glottal stop could be considered the first consonant of the 
underlying forms in the suffixes of Set 1. In that case, the glottal stop would be 
deleted following a consonant because it would not fit the syllable pattern and 
distribution limitations. Deletion may be a better explanation because there is 
no need to explain why it occurs with some suffixes but not others. It is simply 
part of the underlying form with which it occurs and deletes when it does not 
conform to the syllabification of the word. 

There are some unpredictable (lexically determined) exceptions to the 
deletion, so it is only a generalisation. In a few instances, it seems that it can be 
optionally deleted with certain words where it would be expected to remain. 
Yet the vast majority of examples follow this pattern. A clear phonological 
reason for the unexpected deletion is not apparent.  

Reduplication 
Nouns can be derived from verbs by reduplication. The following gives 

some representative derived nouns and the inflected forms of the underlying 
verbs. 

Verb roots, sometimes only the first syllable, can be reduplicated to derive 
nouns. A representative list of derived nouns and their verb root is given below.  

/baba/ ‘actions’ from /baa/, ‘he does’ 
/aa/ ‘life’ from /aa/, ‘he is’ 
/nono/ ‘eater’ from /noa/, ‘he eats’ 
/mimite/ ‘praise’ from /mitekeaba/, ‘he praises’ 
/aniani/ */aani/ ‘sight’ from /ania/, ‘he sees’ 
/duduwe/ */duweduwe/ ‘planter’ from /duwega/, ‘he plants’ 
/wewedu/ */weduwedu/ ‘teacher’ from /weduga/, ‘he teaches’ 

Monosyllabic verb roots reduplicate and provide no evidence whether it is 
the syllable or the whole root that is reduplicating. However, conflicting 
evidence arises with disyllabic roots. Derived nouns such as ‘praise’ seem to 
indicate that only the first syllable is reduplicated. However, the derived noun 
meaning ‘sight’ demonstrates reduplication of the whole root. Reduplicating 
only the first syllable of ‘sight’ is reported incorrect. It may be an attempt to 
avoid consecutive velar nasals, but this does not seem to be the reason since 
words such as /NeNe/ ‘you (plural)’ are found with consecutive velar nasals. 
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The last two examples listed here signify that either the first or both syllables of 
the root may be reduplicated with the same resulting meaning. For ‘teacher’, 
the shorter form is preferred as a term of address. 

Thus, it seems that the pattern of reduplication is lexically determined with 
no phonological basis for choosing between single or double syllable 
reduplication. This is paralleled in Dedua where some verbs reduplicate the 
first syllable, and some the whole root. No examples of three syllable roots 
have been observed reduplicated. 

The notions of metrical or prosodic reduplication are unnecessary to explain 
the pattern in the Migabac language. The data by no means contradicts any of 
these reduplicative theories and would easily fit within any of them, but the 
complexity of the theory would obscure the simplicity of the process as it takes 
place in the Migabac language. 

The pattern to derive nouns from one syllable verb roots is to reduplicate 
the syllable. For two syllable roots, either the first syllable or the entire root can 
be reduplicated, sometimes optionally, as lexically determined. See the chart 
above for examples. 

5.4 Adjectives 
As mentioned earlier, a word class of adjectives does not seem to exist. 

However, adjectives can be derived from adverbs, and verb roots by the 
addition of a /-()ne/ suffix. Below are representatives of derived adjectives 
and the source term. 

/suu/ ‘only’ (Adverb) /suune/ ‘big’ 
/sana/ ‘very’ (Adverb) /sanane/ ‘strong’ 
/dondokea/ ‘He straightens it’ (Verb) /dondonne/ ‘straight’ 
/sowalea/ ‘It becomes bad’ (Verb) /sowane/ ‘bad’ 

This derivational adjective suffix parallels some of the verbal suffixes in 
that it includes a glottal with roots ending in a vowel. The same explanation can 
be applied here. That is, the glottal is part of the underlying form of the suffix. 
When joined with a word ending in a consonant, the glottal is deleted because it 
does not fit the syllable template and distribution restriction.  

6. Names and Borrowed Vocabulary 
Some vocabulary can be identified as borrowed from one of two sources. Much 
of the specialised religious vocabulary is borrowed from Kâte, the ‘church’ 
language in the region. Since the languages are so similar, there is no change in 
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the phonology of the expressions, and it is sometimes difficult to determine if 
these are cognates or borrowed terms. Some terms are clearly borrowed since 
there is already an equivalent expression in the Migabac language whose usage 
is being replaced by the Kâte term. Primarily nouns and verb roots are 
borrowed. The verb roots receive the appropriate Migabac suffixes, and there 
are no phonological issues involved. 

Tok Pisin (Melanesian Pidgin) serves as the second source for borrowed 
vocabulary. In this case, there are significant phonological differences between 
the languages. The vocabulary borrowed is primarily objects that did not 
traditionally exist in the culture, but some verbs are also borrowed. Some 
words have not been adjusted phonologically, but retain the same form as Tok 
Pisin. In the same way, some names given to people also reflect the 
phonological structure of Tok Pisin. The most significant difference affecting 
the use of vocabulary and names borrowed from Tok Pisin is that words can 
end in any voiceless consonants when they are utilised in the Migabac 
language. Consider the following examples of borrowed nouns and names with 
enclitics attached to them. 

Root Ergative 
/=di/ 

Genitive 
/=le/ 

Comitative 
/=hole/ 

Locative 
/=wa/ 

/polis/ ‘police’ /polisdi/ /polisle/ /polisholec/ /poliswa/ 
/kare/ ‘car’ /karedi/ /karele/ /kareholec/ /karewa/ 
/maket/ ‘market’ /maketdi/ /maketle/ /maketholec/ /maketwa/ 
/Bomes/ ‘Bomes’ /Bomesdi/ /Bomesle/ /Bomesholec/ /Bomeswa/ 
/Jon/ ‘John’ /Jondi/ /Jonle/ /Jonholec/ /Jonwa/ 

When enclitics are attached to these words that have not assimilated to the 
phonological structure of Migabac, the underlying form of the enclitics are 
utilised. It is interesting to note that the voiceless stops do not receive the same 
form of enclitics that the Migabac words ending in glottal stops (which are 
claimed to be a neutralisation of the voiceless stops). Thus, the borrowed 
vocabulary utilises the underlying form of the enclitics regardless of the ending 
of the word when phonological changes would be expected. 

Note also that the phonemes /dZ/ and /r/ are needed to accommodate some 
borrowed terms and names. 

Verbs are less commonly borrowed, and upon analysis, most Migabac 
speakers will say that their usage is not ‘proper’ Migabac and will suggest an 
alternative Migabac expression. Yet Tok Pisin verbs are still incorporated into 
Migabac by utilising the Tok Pisin verb as the root and deriving a verb by 
adding an object agreement marker (third singular /-ke/ is the default) and the 
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other verbal suffixation. For example, the Tok Pisin senesim ‘change’ is 
incorporated as: 

 /senesim-ke-daite/ 
change-3S.O-3S.FUTURE 
‘They will change it.’ 

Note that, in Tok Pisin, the final –im on verbs indicates they are transitive 
verbs (that is, they receive an object). In this case the verb could drop the final 
suffix in Tok Pisin to make an intransitive verb. Yet the Tok Pisin suffix is 
retained as part of the verb root, and the Migabac suffixation is also included. 

7. Person and Number in Pronouns and Agreement 
A quick view of pronouns and object agreement suffixes will immediately 

reveal some correlations between them regarding person and number. All 
pronouns and object agreement suffixes consist of two syllable slots. The first 
syllable signifies the person, and the second syllable specifies the number. It 
may be possible to view these as two separate morphemes, but it is simpler to 
analyse them together as one morpheme with certain parallels between them. In 
the person syllables below, the first is that used for singular, and the second 
shows the alternation for the non-singular forms. The full paradigms for 
pronouns and agreement suffixes are in the appendix.  

 Pronoun Object Agr. Benefactive Object Agr. 
1st Person na/no- nu/no- no/ne- 
2nd Person a/e- u/e- e-/e- 
3rd Person ye-  (k)e/(y)e- no-/(y)e- 
Singular -Ø -Ø  -Ø/-le 
Dual -ke -pa -te 
Plural -e -ba -le 

Although the vowel and consonant alternations reveal some patterns, they 
are not entirely consistent so it does not seem feasible to formulate rules 
showing the alternation. It is even more confusing if one were to try to 
associate /o/ with first person and /e/ with non-first person, especially since the 
exact opposite is the case in some of the subject agreement of other verb 
suffixes below. It is much more difficult to separate the subject agreement apart 
from the tense and mood of these portmanteau suffixes. Yet some basic 
patterns can be seen. 

The following two sets of subject agreement are extracted from the 
tense/mood/switch reference suffixes. Not all of these forms are explicit in each 
tense, so the portmanteau suffixes still need to retain their separate analysis. 
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The first set of subject agreement suffixes below is used with remote past and 
contrafactual final verbs, and with different subject medial verbs.  

 Singular Dual Plural 
1 -ba -be -be 
2 - -bo -bo 
3 -e -bo -bo 

The second set below occurs in the near past, present, and future tenses, and 
the hortative mood. 

 Singular Dual Plural 
1 -ba -bele -bele 
2 -me -bie -bie 
3 -ye -bie -bie 

A clear breakdown between person and number is not as easy with these 
suffixes, yet some patterns are apparent above. The association of /e/ with first 
person and /o/ with non-first is the exact opposite of the pronouns and object 
agreement above. The use of syllable final // with dual and // with plural 
parallels the pronoun and object agreement system. The distinction between 
second and third person is lost in the non-singular forms of these sets. The 
singular forms still show a basic pattern with the /y/ associated with third 
person and // with second person, although the /b/ and /m/ association are 
different. 
In conclusion, there are some basic patterns in all the person and number 
pronouns and agreement, and some are more consistent than others. Any 
attempts to formulate a consistent set of rules that encompasses every form 
would result in something very abstract and would fail to capture the simplicity 
of the system in the mind of a native speaker. Thus, the basic patterns can be 
observed and the alternations must be learned, and the resulting forms are best 
treated as portmanteaus. The full paradigms for verbal suffixes can be found in 
the appendix. 

7. Orthography 
The Migabac orthography follows the phonemic system utilised above as 
shown in the following chart with some symbols different than those used for 
phonemes. Note that the allophone //, an archiphoneme of the voiceless stops, 
is written as <c> following the standard set in the region by the Kâte and later 
Dedua orthography. 
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8. Orthography chart 
/ a b d dz e f  b h i  k kp k l m n / 
< a b d dz e f g gb h i  k kp kw l, r m n > 
/  o p s t u w j  / 
< ng o p s t u w y c > 

Two issues remain at this point that may be considered regarding possibly 
changing the orthography. 

Neutralisation of /N/ in syllable final position is written phonetically (i.e. 
<m> or <n>) rather than the underlying phoneme for both internal morphemes 
and in morphophonemic alternations. The double symbol <ng> has been 
utilised for // to conform with the national language of English and trade 
language of Tok Pisin, as was done in Dedua. In addition, <ng> does not 
require any special font or character when utilising a computer. Yet <N> was 
utilised in some of the other Huon languages, including Kâte, so the people 
have been exposed to this symbol as well. Three advantages may be seen if 
<N> is used: 1) It may be easier to retain the underlying <> in 
morphophonemic alternations. 2) It may be less confusing when followed by 
/g/ or a second // across morpheme boundaries. That is, <> and <> may 
be easier to read than <ngg> and <ngng>. 3) This sound occurs frequently in 
the language, so using a single symbol when possible will make it easier to 
begin learning to read. The other sounds utilising two symbols (kp,gb,dz) are 
less common. It will be up to the Migabac people to discuss if they would like 
to try this change before more publications in the language are produced. 

The contrast between /kp/ and /k/ as discussed above must be resolved. If 
it is determined that the two sounds are separate phonemes for most speakers, 
two possibilities exist for representing /k/. The Kâte language utilises <q> for 
/kp/, and the [k] is quite close to the English use of <q>, so that may be a 
valid choice to represent this phoneme. Alternatively, <kw> could also be used 
if the Migabac people decide to combine two symbols already in use. 
Some stories have been sent to each of the Migabac villages printed using these 
alternative symbols for their consideration. Further discussion is needed with 
them to determine their preferences and to work out an agreement. 

9. Conclusion 
This paper provides an initial analysis of the phonological system of the 

Migabac language with comparisons made to a sample of other related 
languages. This analysis is sufficient to establish a phonemically based 
orthography. 
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10. Appendix 

10.1 Abbreviations in glosses 
The following table shows abbreviations used in morpheme glosses. 

1 First Person 
2 Second Person 
3 Third Person 
ABL Ablative case 
BO Benefactive Object 

agreement 
CN Continuous aspect 
COM Comitative case 
CON Contra-factual mood 
D Dual 
DAT Dative case 
DE Demonstrative pro-form 
DS Different Subject 
ERG Ergative case 
FU Future tense 
GEN Genitive case 
HO Hortative mood 
IM Imperative mood 
IMP Imperfective aspect 

IN Inclusive aspect 
INC Incomplete aspect 
INT Intention mood 
LOC Locative case 
NEG Negation 
NP Near Past tense 
O Object Agreement 
P Plural 
PO Possessive 
PR Present tense 
REF Reflexive 
RF Remote Future tense 
RP Remote Past tense 
S Singular 
SE Sequential 
SI Simultaneous 
SS Same Subject 
- Suffix 
= Enclitic 

10.2  Monomorphemic Word List 
The following word list written phonetically with glosses was utilised for 

monomorphemic analysis of this paper. 
adu girl 
adwe advent 
ao friend 
aiki slowly 
ali group 
amu milk 
ani uncle 
ania onion 
anioka tapioca 
ao light 
apa hoe 
apila ball 

asome star 
asu air 
ata grandmother 
bae trap 
be bag 
be pig 
bee sweat bee 
bei fangs 
bee nephew 
beu pot 
besi bean 
bia already 
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bibili trap 
bido bee 
biku meat 
bile lizard 
bili agreement 
bili spear 
bimbi type of tree 
binta empty shell 
boja plenty 
boja taro 
bole garden 
bombo hand 
bo finger 
bosi post 
bowe demon 
buafe guava 
bubu roof header 
da fire 
dabi stupid 
dada fungus 
dake table 
dali flower 
dambae basket 
dame time 
damo leader 
daa kapiak 
danda old 
danebebela grass 
deba base 
debo night 
defe fireplace 
deosu banana 
dee cliff 
di youngest 
dio beach 
do kapul ‘road’ 
doi pain 
doe eye 
dota doctor 

dume underneath 
dza fire 
 (northern dialect) 
dzale number 
eba medicinal leaf 
edome how many 
fapa fireplace rim 
fasi customs 
fee hill 
file master 
fia fingernail 
findondo prophecy 
fite knife 
fitibe sharp grass 
fo speech 
foina true 
fole right 
fude galip nut 
fuli payment 
fulu full 
fulutu quickly 
fulu rodent 
a you 
ama government 
ame shame 
iado fence base 
ie dirt pile 
ie ground 
isi worm 
ita guitar 
obo stomach 
ulu gathering 
u sleep 
usu worm 
ba brother 
balu club 
beda buai 
belo wind 
bije child 
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bobo climb rapidly 
boli descendent 
bolo snot 
boloti stud 
bo finger 
ee song 
i tail 
ha feces 
ha bamboo 
habaka three 
habu group 
hade day 
hae older brother 
hai face 
haso smoke 
hasusu eaves 
hasuwe ball 
hata again 
hebe pot 
hebole repeat 
hede ear 
hedoboli green 
heke hair 
hema snake 
hendolo noise 
henebe cave 
hewa trunk 
hibi paper 
hifa light 
hie leg 
hije string bag 
hiki hawk 
hilo spear 
himo ground 
hise thief 
ho stone 
hoda dog 
hodo head 
holao green centipede 

homa holiday 
homu coconut 
honome heaven 
hose widow 
hosi rat 
hoso ashes 
hou type of bird 
hu sick/egg 
hudo spear 
hudu war 
hue floor joist 
huna yellow 
i that 
ile likewise 
ilu mirror 
iu like that 
ipowa grasshopper 
iwa then 
ja this 
jabe shin 
jaeka two 
jao this 
jaku now 
jai this 
jau like this 
jasu stick 
je he/she/it 
jefe road 
jeme older sister 
jee they 
jo tree 
jokani ~ opossum 
jokani 
joba bush nut 
joo that (Demonst) 
jombo white-haired 
jomi drum 
jowa speech 
jowe play 
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june two days ago 
kafe coffee 
kaua cloud 
kakau cocoa 
kambi mango 
kana left 
kanda hair 
kande uncle 
kata coconut leaf 
kate bush 
kaukpa type of bird 
kau splash 
ke here 
kembea parrot 
ke place 
kendo cloud 
kesoa cassowary 
kikulu swing 
kiwe saltwater 
kobolala butterfly 
koo baby 
koike type of fruit tree 
kokole chicken 
kololo rope 
koma snake 
ku strength 
kundu darkness 
kunu kapiak 
kpa little sister 
kpa cucumber 
kpala stone 
kpalala green snake 
kpalawe shark 
kpali pillow 
kpana necklace 
kpaala crooked shooter 
kpae magic 
kpauma ignore 
kpee shoulder 

kpele stomach 
kpenu canoe 
kpesi support 
kpete rope 
kpie hole 
kpili old garden 
kpindi yard grass 
kpo knock 
lai south wind 
laki kunai grass 
lame rest stop 
lante roofing grass 
late daka 
 (used with buai) 
lebe bow 
liu crooked 
liti doorstep 
lobe back 
loboa later 
loli play 
losi enemy 
lou old 
lue bone 
lumoa valley 
ma mark/who 
ma house/rain 
made arrow 
made boy 
madikpo cross 
mala throat 
malipo cross 
mama father 
mama unexpected 
mamana knowledge 
ma branch 
mansana stubborn 
mansoa bad thinking 
mate knife 
me or 
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mei forehead 
memea earthquake 
menda greens 
mesu face 
mi mouth/sharp 
mia no 
mika don't have 
misa water 
miti Bible 
mo no reason 
moo fly 
mou cold 
mola breath 
mole hand 
momo together 
moni one 
monia one 
moso blessing 
mu string 
muki matt 
mui type of yam 
na I 
naka axe 
nali sufficient 
nalo time 
namu deep 
nao bird 
nebo half 
nefe cousin 
nimbu incantation 
noba all food 
nofa half 
noke we 2 
nola mud 
noe we 
nosi food 
nu door 
a and 
akpi shirt 

ama all 
ambo great-grandfather 
awe husband 
eke you 2 
ee you all 
nea mother 
esa old man 
i man 
iau cat 
ia woman 
iwa nephew/niece 
olo gums 
obo cousin 
oda fence 
oka rope trap 
oma what 
padi rice 
pala plank 
papia paper 
pasi custom 
pi womb 
pipi biting insect 
pile floor supports 
polo header 
posa stone 
pujawe crocodile 
sa blood 
saba lips 
sabula bush nut 
saeme tomorrow 
saijo bean 
sai instruction 
sale roof supports 
salewe bamboo flooring 
sana very 
sasawa all 
sawa warning 
sawe betelnut 
se fence 
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sebu bamboo fishing  
 pole 
se sister 
sepe frog 
si tilled ground 
si animal 
sia garbage dump 
sidu story 
siaba sweet potato 
sili actions 
simi pandanas 
siminda ginger 
so skin 
soaka bad 
sobe clearing 
sofi teeth 
soe nose 
some ant 
suba trap 
suu only 
taba sling shot 
tafe blackboard 
tamane moon 
tawe Chinese taro 
tembu each 
teu kangaroo 
tia fence post 
tiki mountain 
tili Holy 

totoma meeting 
u noise 
ube neck 
ubi night 
ubia morning 
ubila flame 
uma trials 
ume long bamboo 
uulu house corner 
ututu quietly 
wa name 
wabola frog 
wae ship 
wai sore 
walae bush rope 
wale gathering 
wapo salt 
wapo God 
wasaki hothead 
wee what (did you say) 
welie crooked shooter 
wena sun 
weni which 
wenu what (is it) 
wenua where 
wi type of tree 
wia thing 
wide namesake 

10.3 Vowel Sequence List 
The following list of words containing vowel combinations from the above 

list is written orthographically and was utilised for the analysis of vowel 
sequences. 
1) dambae 
2) kembea 
3) mansoac 
4) kagua 
5) kakau 
6) kesoa 

7) loboa 
8) lumoa 
9) memea 
10) papia 
11) welie 
12) wenua 

13) moniang 
14) gee 
15) hae 
16) kwie 
17) lai 
18) lue 

19) mei 
20) mui 
21) teu 
22) wee 
23) biac 
24) doic 
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25) giec 
26) gieng 
27) haic 
28) houng 
29) kaung 
30) louc 
31) miac 

32) saing 
33) siac 
34) tiang 
35) waic 
36) wiac 
37) giacdong 
38) soackang 

39) yaeckang 
40) kpauma 
41) saeme 
42) buafeng 
43) foinac 
44) kaukpac 
45) koikec 

46) saiyoc 
47) ngiaung 
48) aniang 
49) ubiac 
50) anioka 
51) aikic

4. Stress patterns 
The words and stories below are written in the orthography with hyphens 

and equals separating the morphemes. Stress patterns are written alongside or 
above the words with a number representing each syllable. ‘1’ signifies no 
stress, ‘2’ signifies secondary stress, and ‘3’ signifies primary stress. Interlinear 
glossing is written alongside or below. The only vowel sequence represented as 
one syllable is ‘ai’. 

10.4.1 “Long Words” list 
These words were taken from actual texts and read out of context in a list 

by two readers. When the readers used a different stress pattern, the variant by 
the second reader is given. 

 
Word 

 
Gloss 

1st 
reader 

2nd 
variant 

1. kpaduc-eba-beng gather-3P.O-
1P.SEQ.DS 

31121  

2. pandoc=ngineng spear=of.23P 1312  
3. peleng-ke-bengka rake-3S.O-

1P.SIM.DS 
13112  

4. kwe-lolic-ke-bengka cut-go.around-3S.O.-
1P.SIM.DS 

131112 113112 

5. kwesi-fike-nole-wec come-become-1P.BEN.O
3S.REM.PAST 

3112121 1312121 

6. kwesi-yacke-bieng come-all-
23P.NR.PAST 

213121  

7. kwisi-gacgu-emewa come-PROL-
3S.SIM.DS 

1231131 1131211 

8. piting-ke-ofe-wec leap-3S.O-come.up-
3S.REM.PAST 

131211 131121 

9.   loc-eba-dabelente put-3P.O-1P.FUT 3121211  
10.   lo-kwesac-ke-ngie-gac put-pretend-3S.O-sit-

3S.PRES 
2131211  

11.  lolomeng=ngina underneath=on.3S 13121  
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12. madic-ke-dabelente become.good-3S.O-
1P.FUT 

3112121 1312121 

13. mamac= 
kec=nonggec 

father=two=of.1D 13121  

14. mengoc-nagu-ga-
gabiec 

bring-each.other-
exist-23D.PRES 

13121211 3121211
1 

15. mi-ngagec-aic-ai-
gabeleng 

say-hear-do-
IMPERF-1P.PRES 

31212111 1313121
1 

16. mi-uwac-ai-yele-wec say-ask-IMPERF-3P. 
BEN.O 3S.REM.PAST

3121211  

17. mi-yegeng-ke-bongka say-become-3S.O-
23P.SIM.DS 

213112 113212 

18. molong-ke-fole-noa-
gac 

loose.fall-3S.O-
completely-REM.FUT-
3S.PRES 

13112112  

19. mosoc-eba-wec bless-3P.O-
3S.REM.PAST 

13121  

20. mulu-la-mulu-la shoot-SIM.SS-shoot-
SIM.SS 

312112 123121 

21. nenggac-
mamac=foc=ngineng

motherfather=all=of.
23P 

1312212  

22. nenggac= 
ngineng=kolec 

mother=of.23P=with 131221  

23. ngae-gabeleng know-1P.PRES 3121  
24. ngani-

ngani=ngineng 
see-see=of.23P 131212 312121 

25. ngagec-ai-gabeleng know-IMPERF-
1P.PRES 

131221  

26. ngagepang-ke-
gabelec 

believe-3S.O-
1D.PRES 

3131212 1231212 

27. ngagengagesing= 
nonggeng 

belief=of.1P 1312121 1321212 

28. ngagesing-ke-doma-
engka 

believe-3S.O-stand-
2S.SIM.DS 

13121211 13121212 

29. ngeleng-nagu-biec yell-each.other-
23D.NR.PAST 

131212 132112 

30. ngie-domac-ai-wec sit-stand-IMPERF-
3S.REM.PAST 

132121 131321 

31. ngie-yacke-gaing sit-all-23P.PRES 311121  
32. gumec-ebac-ai-

gabeleng 
give-3P.O-IMPERF-
1P.PRES 

13121211  
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33. gumec-ebac-ai-gaing give-3P.O-IMPERF-
23P.PRES 

131212 131221 

34. sanang-ke-damecte strong-3S.O-2S.FUT 131212 131211 
35. siamang=nonggec chairman=of.1D 13112 13121 
36. sowa-cne=ngineng bad-ADJ=of.23.P 13121  
37.  tambalang= 

ngineng 
ribs=of.23P 13121  

38. tutumang= 
nonggang 

meeting=on.1P 31121 13112 

39. teng-ke-teng-ke carry-3S.O-carry-3S.O 3121 1321 
40. umec-ebac-ai-

gabeleng 
stuff.bamboo-3P.O-
IMPERF-1P.PRES 

13121212 13122121 

41. wac-nuba-bongka call-1P.O-23P.SIM.DS 31212 31221 
42. wele-nole-daicte come-1P.BEN.O-

3S.FUT 
1312121  

43. weloc-kec-ai-
gabeleng 

cut-3S.O-IMPERF-
1P.PRES 

1312111 1312212 

44. weloc-ke-yete-bieng end-3S.O-
3D.BEN.O-
23P.NR.PAST 

1311212  

45. we-sanang-ke-beng strike-stengthen-
3S.O-1P.SEQ.DS 

21321  

46. wouc-ebac-ai-
gabeleng 

break-3P.O-
IMPERF-1P.PRES 

13121212 13121121 

47. yegeng-ke-yacke-
wec 

become-3S.O-all-
3S.REM.PAST 

121312  

48. yonggbong 
gone=holec 

white.haired=of.2S= 
with 

13211 31221 

10.4.2 Stress in two texts 

10.4.2.1 Spirits 
The following is part of a transcription of some terms for spirits and their 
activities by Thomsen recorded November 2002. 

132 1312 
miefu mi-gabeleng  
bad spirit say-1P.PRES  

131 13 131 31 231 311 131 
miefu ine miefu yenge sasawa wac=ine miefu  
bad spirit then bad spirit 3P all name=of.3S bad spirit  
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 131 13 2321 1312 
so miefu i=lec kpel=inac=ni siec-ke-gac i  
so bad spirit this=of stomach=on.3S=from divide-3S.O-3S.PRES this  

3121 31 
wac-gu=hocni fa-gac  
call-2S.O=from lay-3S.PRES  

 131 31 311  12131 
so miefu yengi ngie-lu huc nolec-ai-gaing  
so bad spirit 3P.ERG sit-SEQ.SS sick give us-IMPERF-
23P.PRES  

31 13 213 312 31211 
yenge wiac fung=ine fung=ine ai-nolec-ai-gaing 
3P thing base=of.3S base=of.3S do-1P.BEN.O-IMPERF-23P.PRES 

131 31 
miefu yengi 
bad spirit 3P.ERG 
 312 131  31 
so yenge=la kpele=wa wac fa-gac i  
so 3P=to stomach=to name lay-3S.PRES this  

3121 111 3 113 13 311 31 
wac-gu=hocni yengineng fac hu-gaing i=lec kpelina fa-gaing  
call-2S.O=from their lay ???-3P.PRES this=of inside lay-23P.PRES  

 13 21  31 31 1312 
so molic molic i bowe bowe mi-gabeleng  
so precede precede this devil devil say-1P.PRES  
31 31 31  31213 
bowe  yene  ine  nic  noc-u-dainte  
devil 3P then man eat-2S.O-23P.FUT  

11    3 12 312 
monic  i  a  huc  waic  bac-u-me  
one this 2S sick sore get-2S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

2 31  311 31 21 3111 
fa  a-me  me  homa-lu  mac=ka  mana fa-ebonka  
lay exist-3S.SEQ.DS or die-SEQ.SS house=to some lay-23P.SIM.DS  

113 31 212 31 12 312 
hike-lu  noc-ai  ba-bonka  lue  suu bac-ai-ain  
go-SEQ.SS eat-IMPERF get-23P.SIM.DS bone only get-IMPERF-23P.PRES  
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TR: We say bad spirits. Bad spirits, then, bad spirits, they are all named bad 
spirits. So, we divide bad spirits into these and name from them and they exist. 
So, bad spirits, they exist and give us sickness. They do the basis of this to us. 
So bad spirits, they are named in this, that they are called like this and lay inside 
like this. So, the first is devil. We say devil. Devils, they eat you man. If one 
gets sick and sores, and they lay and exist or die, while laying in their house 
(the devil) goes and eats and gets them and they have only bones. 

10.4.2.2 Build House 
This is part of a transcription of the process of building a house recorded on 

February 22, 1998 by the Kapawa village Committee. 

 13112 
mac bac-ai-gabeleng  
house  get-IMPERF-1P.PRES  

13 21 31 1131211 
molic  molic gieng  heuc-ke-ai-gabeleng  
precede  precede  ground  break-3S.O-IMPERF-1P.PRES  

31 11311 
gieng heuc-ke-ibeng 
ground break-3S.O-1P.REM.PAST 

31 312 1312 131 
gieng ngani-beng dondong-ke-me moto-me 
ground see-1P.SEQ.DS straighten-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS end-3S.SEQ.DS 

13 31211 
bosing bac-ai-gabeleng 
post get-IMPERF-1P.PRES 

13 1311 
bosing fali-gabeleng 
post dig-1P.PRES 
13 1311 132 31 1312 
bosing fali-bieng moto-me bosing hodoc=ina  
post dig-23P.NR.PAST end-3S.SEQ.DS
 post head=on.3S 
13 312111 
polo holec-ai-gabeleng 
header notch-IMPERF-1P.PRES 
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13 311 23 132 
polo hole-lu We-beng moto-me 
header hit-SEQ.SS strike-1P.SEQ.DS end-3S.SEQ.DS 
13 31211 
hugeng wec-ai-gabeleng 
floorjoyce strike-IMPERF-1P.PRES 
13 132 13 1311 31  
hugeng moto-me hugeng falic=ine polo 
floorjoyce end-3S.SEQ.DS floorjoyce ontop=of.3S header 
13 131211 
hatac holec-ai-gabeleng 
again notch-IMPERF-1P.PRES 
31 132 132 312121 
polo moto-me gboloti holec-ai-gabeleng 
header end-3S.SEQ.DS stud notch-IMPERF-1P.PRES 
131 1312 131 132 
gboloti hole-ibeng gboloti moto-me 
stud notch-1P.REM.PAST stud end-3S.SEQ.DS 
31 3112121 
bubu fosaec-ai-gabeleng 
roof.header shape-IMPERF-1P.PRES 
31 311 132 31 3121 2 
Bubu fosae kpesi-lu bubu kpesing=ine we 
Roof.header shape come-SEQ.SS roof.header support=of.3S strike 
1321 
sanang-ke-beng 
strong-3S.O-1P.SEQ.DS 

132 31 31121  
moto-me Sale kpec-ai-gabeleng 
end-3S.SEQ.DS roof.supports stab-IMPERF-1P.PRES 

 31 21 312 312121 
yoc kpisic kpisic wec-eba kpisic-ai-gabeleng 
tree small small cut-3P.O come-IMPERF-1P.PRES 
132 31 31211 
kpisi-lu sale kpec-ai-gabeleng 
come-SEQ.SS roof.supports stab-IMPERF-1P.PRES 
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13 132 132 312 3121 
Sale moto-me mamadec kpec-epa ai-gabeleng 
roof.supports end-3S.SEQ.DS short.wall stab-3D.O do-1P.PRES 
131 111 31221 132 
Mamadec yaeckang kpec-epa-ke-beng moto-me 
short.wall two stab-3D.O-3S.O-1P.SEQ.DS end-3S.SEQ.DS 
312 312121 
hasusuc hefec-ai-gabeleng 
eaves fasten-IMPERF-1P.PRES 
TR: We build a house. First, we break the ground. We broke the ground. We 

look at the ground and it is straight, when finished, we make posts. We dig 
post (holes). The posts are dug, when finished, we notch the post head for 
headers. We hit and nail the header, when finished, we nail the floor joyces. 
When the floor joyces are finished, we notch headers on top of the floor 
joyces again. When the headers are finished, we notch the studs. We 
notched the studs. When the studs are finished, we shape the roof header. 
We shape and bring the roof header, and we nail strong the roof header's 
support, and when finished, we nail the roof supports. We cut and bring 
very small trees (for the roof supports). Coming, we nail the roof supports. 
When the roof supports are finished, we nail and build the end walls. We 
nail and build the two end walls. When finished, we fasten the eaves. 

10.5 Paradigms and Pronouns 
Below are the paradigms for verbal suffixes and all pronouns written in the 

orthography. 

10.5.1 Verb suffixes 
11. Final Tense/Mood suffixes 

 Remote Past Near Past Present Future 
1S -iba -bac -gabac -dacte 
2S -ing -mec -gamec 

-gic 
-damecte 

3S -wec -yec -gac -daicte 
1D -ibec -belec -gabelec -dabelecte 
23D -iboc -biec -gabiec 

-gaic 
-dabiecte 
-daicte 

1P -ibeng -beleng -gabeleng -dabelente 
23P -ibong -bieng -babieng 

-gaing 
-dabiente 
-dainte 
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Hortative Imperative Contra-factual 
-dac  -daba 
-damec -c 

-nong 
-deng 

-daic -c 
-nong 

-dec 
(-daika) 

-dabelec -nac -dabec 
-dabiec -nic -daboc 
-dabeleng -nang -dabeng 
-dabieng 
-daing 

-ning -dabong 

12. Medial switch-reference suffixes 
 SEQ.DS SIM.DS SEQ.SS SIM.SS 
1S -be -behuc 
2S -ng -engka 
3S -me -emecka 
1D -bec -ebecka 
23D -boc -ebocka 
1P -beng -ebengka 
23P -bong -ebongka 

-lu -la 

 
13. Object Agreement suffixes 

 S D P 
1 -nu -nopa -noba 
2 -gu -ngepa -ngeba 
3 -(k)e -(y)epa -eba 

14. Benefactive Object Agreement suffixes 
 S D P 
1 -nele -note -nole 
2 -gele -ngete -ngele 
3 -no -(y)ete -yele 

15. Other verbal suffixes 
Reflexive -nagu 
Inclusive -(y)acke 
Imperfective -ai 
Extensive -fole 
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10.5.2 Pronouns 

Personal Pronouns 
 S D P 
1IN na noke nonge 
1EX  nokilec nongileng 
2 ga ngeke ngenge 
3 ye yeke yenge 

Personal Pronoun with the ergative case enclitic 
 S D P 
1 nani noki nongi 
2 gagi ngeki ngengi 
3 yei yeki yengi 

Emphatic (possessive) Personal Pronoun 
 S D P 
1 neicne nokilec nongileng 
2 geicne ngekilec ngengileng 
3 yeicne yekilec yengileng 

Intensive 
 S D P 
1 naneuc nokuuc nongung 
2 gageuc ngekuuc ngengung 
3 yeuc yekuuc yengung 

Interrogative 
ma(di) who 
ma damengka when (What time) 
oma(di) what (tell me) 
omale why 
weni which 
wenuc  how 
wenuwa; wenucka where 
wee what (did you say) 
edomeng(ti) how many, (how much) 
fuline edomeng(ti) how much (pay how much) 
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